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SOMMAIRE

La mise en valeur de l'énergie nucléaire au Canada porte sur une
gamme complète d'activités depuis plus d'un quart de siècle. Alors
qu'au tout début ces activités comprenaient surtout l'exploitation des
mines d'uranium, elles comprennent maintenant la production d'eau lourde,
le traitement, l'affinage et la fabrication des combustibles nucléaires
et leur utilisation sur une base-commerciale dans les réacteurs de la
filière canadienne CANDU. Plusieurs d'activités connexes viennent
s'ajouter aux premières telles, la production et l'utilisation de radio-
isotopes, l'exportation de matières, d'équipement et de technologie
nucléaires et la gestion des déchets radioactifs en provenance des
centrales nucléaires et de l'usage des radioisotopes. Comme toute autre
exploitation pratiquée sur une grande échelle, celle de l'énergie nucléaire
n'est pas exempte de certains risques pour la santé et la sécurité des
travailleurs et du public. Ce qui caractérise ces risques n'est pas
tellement leur nature physiqu? que l'absence d'une longe expérience et
la confiance qui en résulte. Des contrôles réglementaires ont été
introduits dès le début, afin de permettre l'exploitation et d'en
prévenir et limiter les effets néfastes. L'évolution des exigences de
sécurité est passée en revue pour les matières et les établissements
contrôlés. Une revue de l'expérience canadienne démontre que là où les
contrôles réglementaires ont été appliqués, les risques ont été sans
conséquences graves pour les personnes même sous conditions accidentelles.
Certaines conséquences importantes ont cependant été identifiées qui
proviennent des secteurs du cycle de combustible et de la radioactivité
naturelle, là où les contrôles n'ont pas été appliqués avec le mime degré
de rigueur. Les mesures nécessaires sont indiquées.

*Rapport IAEA-CN-36/180 présenté à la Conférence Internationale de l'AIEA
sur l'Energie Nucléaire et son Cycle de Combustible, à Salzboiirg, Autriche,
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ABSTRACT

The mining of pitchblende for the extraction of radium some four
decades ago resulted in a largely unwanted by-product, uranium, which
set the stage for Canada to be one of the first countries in the world
to embark upon a nuclear energy program. From this somewhat unusual
beginning, the Canadian program expanded beyond mining of uranium-bearing
ores to include extensive research and development in the field of radio-
isotope applications, research and power reactors, nuclear-fuel conversion
and fabrication facilities, heavy-water production plants and facilities
for the management of radioactive wastes. As in the case of any major
technological development, nuclear energy poses certain risks on the part
of those directly engaged in the industry and on the part of the general
public. What characterizes these risks is not so much their physical
nature as the absence of long-term experience and the confidence resulting
from it. The early development of regulatory controls in the nuclear
field in Canada was very much influenced by security considerations but
subsequently evolved to include radiological protection and safety
requirements commensurate with the expanding application of nuclear energy
to a wide spectrum of peaceful uses. A review of Canadian nuclear
regulatory experience will reveal that the risks posed by the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy can be controlled in such a manner as to ensure
a high level of safety. Recent events and developments have shown
however that emphasis on the risks associated with low-probability, high-
consequence events must not be allowed to mask the importance of health
and safety measures covering the entire fuel cycle.

*Paper IAEA-CN-36/180 presented at the IAEA International Conference on
Nuclear Power and its Fuel Cycle, Salzburg, Austria, 2-13 May 1977.
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THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE IN CANADA-

P.E. Hamel, J.H. Jennekens
Atomic Energy Control Board

Ottawa, Ontario

INTRODUCTION

Radioactive materials have been rained in Canada for 44 years. The
discovery of pitchblende on the shores of Great Bear Lake in 1930 and the
establishment by Eldorado Gold Mines Limited of the mines at Port Radium,
Northwest Territories, in 1932 marked the beginning of the nuclear industry
in Canada.

During the 1930s, the principal interest was the extraction of radium
for the treatment of cancer and for use in luminous paints. The uranium
oxide produced in the extraction process was of little commercial, value
except in very small quantities for ceramic glazes. Radium production
mounted steadily and reached 4 g per month in 1937 and continued at this
scale until operations ceased in 1940. The following year, the need for
uranium for the "Manhattan Project" led to a decision to recover uranium
from the pitchblende wastes stored at Eldorado's Refinery at Port Hope,
Ontario, and to the re-opening of the mine at Port Radium.

Controls and standards were practically non-existent in the 1930s and
1940s for pitchblende wastes and associated materials. These became a
subject of national interest with the discovery in 1975 that several
locations in the town of Port Hope contained low-level concentrations of
radium and uranium as a result of the use of contaminated fill, salvaged
building materials, the spillage of refinery residue during shipment by
road to residue disposal areas and the transfer of residaes from these
areas to their environs by surface and sub-surface drainage.

The nuclear industry has now developed to the point where the nuclear
fuel cycle in Canada encompasses uranium exploration and mining, fuel
processing and fabrication, reactor construction and operation and the
management of radioactive wastes. These elements of the fuel cycle and the
regulatory controls applied thereto are the subject of this paper.
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During three decades cf research reactor operation and more than a
decade of power reactor operation, there has ne^er been an accident having
public safety consequences. However, the problem of low-level radioactive
contamination of private and public premises referred to above, which
resulted from events which occurred prior to the introduction of appropri-
ate controls, underlines the importance of responding not only to public
concerns about low-probability/high-consequence reactor accidents, but
also to the need for systematic control over all of the activities which
could affect the public.

LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS

The Atomic Energy Control Board was constituted and empowered by the
Atomic Energy Control Act which was proclaimed on 12 October 1946.

The more significant parts of the Act authorize the Board, with the
approval of the Governor-in-Counci1, to make regulations covering all
aspects of the nuclear field including:

a) the development, control, supervision and licensing of the production,
application and use of atomic energy;

b) the prospecting for and mining of prescribed substances ;

c) the production, import, export, transportation, refining, possession,
ownership, use or sale of prescribed substances;

d) the protection against unauthorized disclosure of information respect-
ing the production, use and application of, and research and investiga-
tion with respect to atomic energy.

The current version of the Atomic Energy Control Regulations became
effective 3 June 1974. They include operative sections for the designation
of atomic radiation workers and the appointment by the Board of medical
advisers, radiation safety advisers, and inspectors to assist with the
administration of the Regulations.

The Nuclear Liability Act received Royal assent on 26 June 1970, and
was proclaimed on 11 October 1976 following the completion of preparatory
actions. This act provides for the absolute liability for nuclear incidents
on the part of the operators of nuclear installations. Should claims
resulting from a nuclear incident exceed the statutory limit of seventy-five
million dollars, the Act provides for special measures of compensation,
including a Nuclear Damage Claims Commission.

LICENSING PROCEDURES

The Board controls prescribed substances and nuclear facilities
through a comprehensive licensing system which involves the steps of
submission of application, evaluation of application, issuance of licence,
and compliance inspection.

i

"Prescribed substances" are defined in the Atomic Energy Control Act and
Regulations and include "uranium, thorium, plutonium, neptunium, deuterium,
radioisotopes, their respective derivatives and compounds".
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To assist in these functions, the Board appoints both standing and
ad hoc advisory committees composed of technical experts from appropriate
disciplines, including experts drawn from other federal, provincial and
municipal government agencies and universities, with emphasis on safety,
health and environment. In addition to providing technical support,
Board staff normally participate in meetings of these committees by
providing secretariat services.

General requirements for nuclear facility licence applications
include:

- radiation protection measures, evidence that all health, safety,
environment and .'security criteria will be met;

- radiation monitoring methods, information on types and quantities of
effluents from the facility, proposed methods of disposal, physical
security measure:;;

- qualifications, training and experience of facility operators.

Applications for nuclear facility licences are normally made in three
stages - site approval, construction approval and operating licence.
Before a final site approval is given, the applicant must have conducted a
public information program, satisfied environmental assessment and related
requirements and submitted the final site evaluation report to the Board.
Construction approval may be granted on submission of an acceptable
application and preliminary safety report, which includes design informa-
tion and postulated accident analyses. The operating licence may be
granted on application and submission of complete documentation including
the final safety report, operating policies and procedures, radiation
protection manuals, etc., and assurances that design, construction and
commissioning have been completed in accordance with all regulatory
requirements.

The licensing of facilities for the management of radioactive waste
carries with it the obligation for long-term surveillance on-site, and of
the environs some distance from the site. The length of time for which
surveillance may be required, upon abandonment of the site, depends on the
radionuclides stored at the site.

OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY CRITERIA

The "maximum permissible doses" of ionizing radiation specified in
the Atomic Energy Control Regulations are based on the recommendations
of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). Whole-
body dose limits of 5 rem per year for occupational exposure, and 0.5 rem
for the general public were established in 1958. In 1965, and again in
1972, the ICRP reviewed available dose-effect information and concluded
that there was no biological evidence to justify a reduction in dose
limits.

The ICRP also recommends that doses should be kept as far below the
dose limits as is reasonably achievable, economic and social factors
being taken into account. The Board has been guided by this, with full
cooperation from the nuclear industry. Established design and operating
objectives and targets are such that the dose to members of the public
resulting from radioactive effluents from a nuclear station generally do
not exceed 1% of the statutory limits.
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Nuclear facilities can release both radioactive and non-radioactive
materials to the general environment. Both of these have a potential for
direct effects on the local ecology and subsequent effects on man. The
primary aim of safety analyses and licensing reviews by the Board is to
ensure that radioactive contamination of the environment will be well
below the levels derived from the radiation exposure levels and the risk
from accidental exposure to the public is acceptably low. Federal and
provincial health departments routinely monitor the environs of nuclear
facilities and analyse samples of milk, fish and other biota from the
neighbourhood. The limits are so low that direct radiation effects on the
ecology are considered to be undetectable.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Since its inception, the Board has awarded grants to universities in
support of basic research, chiefly in nuclear physics. At the time of its
last internal re-organization in October 1975, the Board decided to
emphasize its research efforts in support of its nuclear regulatory
activities. It also decided to carry out such mission-oriented research
under contract with universities or other appropriate institutions so it
could be independent and free from any promotional character and seen to
be so.

The scope of the Atomic Energy Control Board's research and develop-
ment program includes projects relating to the licensing of nuclear
reactors, waste management facilities, uranium mines, safeguards techniques
for export control, as well as those which may fall under the general
heading of related industrial and public safety. The main objectives of
these activities are to confirm the licensing basis, to verify information
submitted by applicants and to generate new information not otherwise
available. To give this program some perspective, the Board's current
budget is of the order of $600,000 per annum and it is expected that a
reasonable increase in the years to come will be authorized.

SCOPE OF LICENSING ACTIVITIES

Uranium resource management

The specific objectives of the Canadian uranium policy are to
ensure:

1) that a long-term reserve of nuclear fuel will be available for
existing and committed reactors as well as for reactors which are
planned for operation in Canada for a ten-year period into the future;
and

2) that sufficient uranium production capacity is available for the
Canadian domestic nuclear program to reach its full potential.

These policy objectives are achieved by requiring that each proposed
uranium export contract be submitted to the Atomic Energy Control Board
for review by a Uranium Export Contract Review Panel, chaired by the
President of the Atomic Energy Control Board, and which includes repre-
sentatives of the departments of External Affairs; Industry, Trade and
Commerce; Energy, Mines and Resources; and the Atomic Energy Control Board.
This Panel must not only assure that the uranium policy criteria are met
but also that other appropriate requirements relating to safeguards,
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health and safety, physical security and import-export control are met.

The Atomic Energy Control Board requires a utility to demonstrate
that it is maintaining a contracted forward supply of nuclear fuel to
enable each operating reactor to be operated at an annual capacity factor
of 80% for at least 15 years, or for reactors committed but not yet
operating for 15 years from their in-service dates. However, the Govern-
ment encourages commitments to be made for periods of more than 15 years.

Uranium mining - milling

The potential hazard of radon daughters was recognized when full-
scale uranium mining started in the 1950s and the mining companies provided
considerable forced ventilation of the mines to reduce this hazard.
Initially, a radon daughter concentration of one working level (WL) was
generally accepted as the target for Canadian uranium mines although most
mines were operating at concentrations well above that level. In 1959,
the ICRP recommended that for occupational exposure, the maximum permis-
sible concentration should be 30 pCi (1.2 mBq) of radon per litre of air
in equilibrium with its daughters with up to 10% as unattached ions; under
certain conditions this is equivalent to 0.3 WL.

With the promulgation in 1974 of the revised Atomic Energy Control
Regulations, the Board took a new initiative and reviewed its procedures
for the licensing of uranium mines and established the Mine Safety Advisory
Committee. Under the revised Regulations, persons planning to carry oat
detailed exploration work for uranium and thorium (e.g. extensive surface
work, diamond drilling, test pitting or preliminary underground work) are
required to obtain an exploration licence from the Board prior to the
commencement of such work.

In late 1975, the Board on the advice of the Committee agreed in
principle that radon daughter exposure for uranium mine workers be kept
as low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken
into account, and that 4 Jtt-months exposure per annum be applied as an
interim guideline for at least one year.

The uranium mining industry and the regulatory bodies are currently
under pressure from governments, labour unions and the public because of
the publicized incidence of lung cancer that is believed to be related to
exposure to radon daughters in mine and mill atmospheres. In its submis-
sion to the Royal Commission on the Health and Safety of Workers in Mines
in Ontario, the Board reviewed the history of uranium mining, and made
appropriate recommendations to increase the protection of the health of
uranium miners.

Nuclear generating stations

Reactor Safety Advisory Committees have been appointed by the Board
to assist in the evaluation of applications on a provincial basis for site
approval, for construction and operating licences and other matters con-
cerning reactor and safety generally. The Committees have a common core
membership of scientific, engineering and technical experts, with addition-

2 One working level is defined as any combination of numbers of atoms of
the first three daughters of radon-222 in a litre of air, such that the
total alpha-energy to complete decay to radium D is 1.3 x 105 MeV.



al representatives of federal, provincial and municipal government
agencies as required for particular reactor projects. Separate advice is
also obtained on such subjects as radiological environmental monitoring,
health physics and reactor control systems. The advice is considered by
the Board prior to making a licensing decision. Post-licensing compliance
inspection is performed by resident and visiting project officers from the
staff of the Board. The Board also requires that environmental assess-
ments and reviews by the competent federal or provincial authorities be
completed before a facility licence is issued.

In the case of nuclear reactors, operators and supervisors must be
authorized to operate through examination by the Board, following training
given by or on behalf of the utility operating the reactor.

Heavy water plants

Although deuterium oxide (heavy water) per se does not present a
radiological hazard, heavy-water production plants are defined as "nuclear
facilities" and are subject to the licensing procedure previously described.
Because the process currently employed to extract the deuterium from
natural fresh water involvss the use of large amounts of hydrogen sulphide,
a highly toxic gas, the plants pose a potential risk to the health and
safety of the public and plant staff. Thus such plants are licensed as a
major nuclear facility.

Radioactive waste management

Radioactive wastes originate from nuclear reactors, particle
accelerators, the mining, milling and processing of uranium ore, the
production and fabrication of nuclear fuels, and the production and use of
radioisotopes. These waste products must be isolated and stored in radio-
active-waste management areas, which are licensed by the Board as nuclear
facilities. Small amounts of gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes may be
disposed of under licensed and carefully controlled conditions in the
atmosphere or in streams carrying effluent from the nuclear facility in
which they are produced. Mine wastes and mill tailings are usually stored
near the mine or mill sites. Irradiated fuel bundles from nuclear reactors
are normally held in water-filled storage bays on the site of the reactor
pending removal for reprocessing or for permanent storage. Other solid
wastes are packaged and shipped to radioactive-waste management facilities
for storage.

Recent experience with the problems associated with the clean-up and
disposal of radioactive waste and contaminated material at Port Hope and
other locations has served to emphasize the importance of proper controls
of radioactive wastes from mining, milling, and refining operations.

SAFEGUARDS

Canada has continued its efforts to encourage a number of the major
nuclear nations to commit themselves to more stringent control policies
governing the export of nuclear materials and equipment.

In accordance with the Canadian Government's safeguards policy state-
ment of 24 December 1974, the negotiation of new safeguards treaties has
continued with those countries with which Canada has nuclear cooperation
agreements. Within Canada, our facilities are subject to inspection by
the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
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In cooperation with the IAEA and the United States Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency, the Board is developing instrumentation to facilitate
safeguards inspection[1].

PHYSICAL SECURITY

The Atomic Energy Control Regulations stipulate the general require-
ments to be met in respect of the physical security of prescribed sub-
stances and nuclear facilities. Licence applications must include a
"security plan" which specifies the measures to be implemented by the
applicant to protect against the theft, loss or unauthorized use of the
prescribed substances or, in the case of nuclear facilities, the physical
security measures to be applied to such facilities.

Additionally, the Regulations specify the requirements to be met in
protecting against the unauthorized disclosure of classified information.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

In accordance with the Atomic Energy Control Act, the Board acts, as
necessary, to enable Canada to participate effectively in agreed measures
of international control of atomic energy, and to ensure cooperation and
the maintenance of contacts with other countries in connection with research
on, and the production, use and control of atomic energy. Canada partic-
ipates in the IAEA ana is now a full member of the Nuclear Energy Agency
(NEA) of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Canadian experience in the nuclear field has led to the following
conclusions :

1. The expansion of the nuclear industry, from the mining stage to
electrical power production, involves input from federal and
provincial agencies with regulatory or other authority in the fields
of health, environment, occupational safety, housing, transportation,
and labour relations. There is a recognized need for functional
coordination of all competent authorities and equally, liaison with
labour unions, producers and utilities.

2. To augment their strength and credibility, regulatory agencies must
become more visibly independent of the promotional and commercial
aspects of the nuclear industry. A strong, consistent regulatory
function will contribute to public understanding of the industry,
allowing the correct decisions to be made.

3. Regulatory controls and licensing steps for the management of all.
levels of radioactive wastes must be clarified. Prevention of
repetition of unacceptable past situations must be the goal of all
participating agencies.

4. Regulatory agencies should develop or support the acquisition of data
on the occupational exposure of atomic radiation workers including
uranium miners in order to be able to identify any changes needed in
exposure limits.



5. Regulatory agencies must recognize the need for public hearings and
for development of a public information function that is a source of
reliable, independent data on nuclear and related matters. There is
also a need to consult with public interest groups as well as the
technological community when making regulations to provide a basis
upon which enlightened and rational decisions can be made.

The recent expansion of the nuclear industry has triggered a wave of
public concern that calls for appropriate action. One such action is the
strengthening of controls related to occupational risks, environmental
effects and security of nuclear materials and facilities to protect the
workers and members of the public. This also implies the need for a more
systematic and comprehensive approach to the problems of regulating nuclear
materials and installations to provide the degree of protection and
credibility expected by the workers and the public.

In retrospect, it is evident that the application of simple control
measures could have avoided the recently encountered radiological problems
in uranium mines and the need to clean up radioactive soil left over from
the pre-Atomic Energy Control Act era. On the other hand, the application
of available technology for the purposes of avoiding future problems appears
to be well justified notwithstanding the additional costs involved. In
absolute terms, these additional costs may be appreciable. However, when
viewed as incremental unit costs they are unlikely to prove to be a
deterrent.
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